EC Declaration of Conformity
EMC Directive 2014/30/EU
RoHS2 Directive 2011/65/EC

Product:
The following Apollo part numbers are covered by this DoC:

55000-019APO Conventional IR3 Flame Detector
55000-020APO Intelligent IR3 Flame Detector
55000-022APO Intelligent Base Mounted UV Flame Detector
55000-023APO Intelligent Base Mounted UV/IR2 Flame Detector
55000-024APO Intelligent Base Mounted IR3 Flame Detector
55000-025APO S65 Base Mounted UV Flame Detector
55000-025FRA S65 Base Mounted UV Flame Detector
55000-026MAR Intelligent Base Mounted UV Flame Detector (Marine)
55000-027MAR Intelligent Base Mounted UV Flame Detector (Marine)
55000-028MAR Intelligent Base Mounted UV/IR2 Flame Detector (Marine)
55000-029MAR Intelligent Base Mounted IR3 Flame Detector (Marine)
55000-034MAR Intelligent IR3 Flame Detector (Marine)
55000-060APO Conventional IR2 Flame Detector
55000-064APO Conventional UV/IR2 Flame Detector
55000-280APO Intelligent IR2 Flame Detector

Description:
Flame detectors – for use in fire detection and alarm systems within buildings

Manufacturer: FFE Ltd.,
9 Hunting Gate,
Hitchin,
Hertfordshire,
SG4 0TJ,
U.K.

Distributor: Apollo Fire Detectors Ltd
36 Brookside Road
Havant
Hampshire
PO9 1JR

This declaration of conformity is issued under the sole responsibility of the manufacturer. We hereby declare that the FFE manufactured products identified above meet the requirements of the EMC Directive 2014/30/EU and RoHS2 Directive 2011/65/EC and therefore qualify for free movement within markets comprising the European Union (EU) and the European Economic Area (EEA), by application of the following standards:


EN 50581:2012 Technical documentation for the assessment of electrical and electronic products with respect to the restriction of hazardous substances
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